
 

Drug Supply Chain Security Act 

The Challenge of Discovery 

The Drug Supply Chain Security Act (DSCSA) outlines critical steps to build an electronic, 

interoperable system to identify and trace certain prescription drugs as they are distributed 

in the United States.1 This paper outlines some of the challenges associated with discovering 

traceability data to satisfy the requirements of the DSCSA. 

Public vs. Private Data 

Data access control is one of the fundamental requirements of any system. Public data is 

data that is fully accessible to all parties, including anonymous parties, without restriction; 

the only requirement is that the party querying the data know where the data resides and 

have the appropriate technology to query and process it. Private data is data that is 

restricted to authorized parties only with security provided by an appropriate access control 

mechanism. 

Whether data is considered public or private depends on the scope. An Internet-based 

general weather forecast is publicly available to anyone with an Internet connection; an 

unrestricted shared folder on a corporate network is publicly available to anyone with access 

to that network. To someone without an Internet connection, the general weather forecast 

is private; to someone outside the corporate network, the shared folder is private. 

For the purposes of this discussion, both public and private data shall be considered to be 

any data that is in an Internet-accessible repository using a known protocol. What 

distinguishes public from private data is knowledge of the repository and access restrictions 

to the repository. 

Public data shall be in a well-known repository and shall have no access restrictions imposed 

on it. Private data may be in an unknown but discoverable repository or may have access 

restrictions imposed on it. 

The goal of this paper is to explore the concept of public data as an option for discovery, 

though it should be noted that it is not yet known if the premise of public data is important 

to the realization of a DSCSA implementation. 

What is Discovery? 

At its simplest, discovery is the process by which some data of interest is found through an 

appropriate query mechanism. There are two sub-types: direct discovery and indirect 

discovery. 

                                                

1 US Food and Drug Administration, “Drug Supply Chain Security Act (DSCSA)”, accessed 

March 13 2017, 

https://www.fda.gov/Drugs/DrugSafety/DrugIntegrityandSupplyChainSecurity/DrugSupplyC

hainSecurityAct/ 

https://www.fda.gov/Drugs/DrugSafety/DrugIntegrityandSupplyChainSecurity/DrugSupplyChainSecurityAct/
https://www.fda.gov/Drugs/DrugSafety/DrugIntegrityandSupplyChainSecurity/DrugSupplyChainSecurityAct/
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Direct discovery returns the relevant data to the querying party; indirect discovery returns a 

pointer to the relevant data to the querying party. Most discovery processes involve a mix 

of the two. 

Suppose, for example, that you want to get today’s weather for your current location. In 

your browser, you have bookmarked a weather page that gives you exactly that. To access 

the page, your browser must first lookup the IP address of the website (indirect discovery) 

before sending the query for the page to the website (direct discovery). 

Similarly, if you want access to your email via a web page, your browser must first lookup 

the IP address of the website (indirect discovery) before sending the query for the page to 

the website (direct discovery). The difference with this example is that your email is private 

data so before the web site can serve up your email you have to provide the necessary 

credentials to identify yourself. 

In every discovery process, there is a mix of public and private data. To access a web page, 

the minimum public data is the IP address of the web site on which the page is hosted; the 

web page itself may be public or private. In all cases, there must be a known starting point 

(e.g. the URL of the web page). 

The starting point is always considered to be public data. Its distribution may be limited but 

the general idea is that anyone that knows the starting point can start the discovery 

process. They may not get far; the service referenced by the starting point may be behind a 

corporate firewall or may require some form of authentication. 

Trade-offs 

In any system, there are trade-offs between accessibility and security. If all the data is 

public, it is highly accessible but open to benevolent and malicious actors alike; if all the 

data is private, it is highly secure but of limited utility. The challenge is to balance the two. 

The minimum public data required for any discovery process to work is a pointer to the 

location of the private data. This pointer must be discoverable through some search criteria 

with the data behind the search criteria being public as well. This is best expressed as 

follows: 

The data associated with <criteria> is available at <location>. 

The criteria itself may be broad (e.g. associated with all objects of a given type) or narrow 

(e.g. associated with a single object). Some examples, going from broad to narrow: 

■ The data associated with all products managed by the brand owner identified by 

GLN is available at URL. 

■ The data associated with all products manufactured at the factory identified by 

GLN is available at URL. 

■ The data associated with all products identified by GTIN is available at URL. 

■ The data associated with the product identified by SGTIN is available at URL. 

Broad criteria will always satisfy narrow searches (e.g. a query for an SGTIN will be satisfied 

by a statement about the GTIN only). Narrow criteria may satisfy broad searches if the 

publication of discovery information is complete (e.g. a query for a GTIN will be satisfied by 

statements about the same SGTINs issued for that GTIN). 
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A Concrete Example 

Let’s assume that the following events are available: 

■ Within a manufacturer GLNM: 

□ 24 manufacturing events for serialized units SGTINU1 to SGTINU24. 

□ An aggregation event for serialized case SGTINC1 aggregating serialized units 

SGTINU1 to SGTINU24. 

□ A packing event for SSCCM containing the serialized case SGTINC1. 

□ A shipping event for SSCCM to GLND. 

    

■ Within a distributor GLND: 

□ A receiving event for SSCCM from GLNM. 

□ An unpacking event for SSCCM removing the serialized case SGTINC1. 

□ A packing event for SSCCD containing the serialized case SGTINC1. 

□ A shipping event for SSCCD to GLNR. 

    

■ Within a retailer GLNR: 

□ A receiving event for SSCCD from GLND. 

□ An unpacking event for SSCCD removing the serialized case SGTINC1. 

□ A disaggregation event for serialized case SGTINC1 disaggregating serialized 

units SGTINU1 to SGTINU24. 
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Assuming that the manufacturer, distributor, and retailer have EPCIS repositories available 

at URLs URLM, URLD, and URLR respectively, the following public data would allow full 

discovery of the data given any of the identifiers involved: 

Criteria Location 

GLNM URLM 

SGTINUN (N=1-24) URLM 

SGTINC1 URLM 

SSCCM URLM 

GLND URLM 

GLND URLD 

SSCCM URLD 

SGTINC1 URLD 

SSCCD URLD 

GLNR URLD 

GLNR URLR 

SSCCD URLR 

SGTINC1 URLR 

SGTINUN (N=1-24) URLR 

Note that these statements say only that data may be found at the indicated URLs; it says 

nothing about what that data might be nor does it say anything about any access 

restrictions that might be imposed. 

In order to discover everything there is to know about SGTINU17, there would have to be 

multiple calls to the discovery service and to the target EPCIS repositories: 

1. Call to the discovery service with criteria SGTINU17 returns URLM and URLR. 

2. Call to the EPCIS repository at URLM with criteria SGTINU17 returns the 

manufacturing event and the aggregation event of SGTINC1. 

3. Call to the EPCIS repository at URLR with criteria SGTINU17 returns the 

disaggregation event of SGTINC1. 

4. Call to the discovery service with criteria SGTINC1 returns URLM, URLD, and 

URLR. 
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5. Call to the EPCIS repository at URLM with criteria SGTINC1 returns the shipping 

event of SSCCM. 

6. Call to the EPCIS repository at URLD with criteria SGTINC1 returns the receiving 

event of SSCCM and the shipping event of SSCCD. 

7. Call to the EPCIS repository at URLR with criteria SGTINC1 returns the receiving 

event of SSCCD. 

8. Call to the discovery service with criteria SSCCM returns URLM and URLD. 

9. Call to the EPCIS repository at URLM with criteria SSCCM returns no additional 

events. 

10. Call to the EPCIS repository at URLD with criteria SSCCM returns no additional 

events. 

11. Call to the discovery service with criteria SSCCD returns URLD and URLR. 

12. Call to the EPCIS repository at URLD with criteria SSCCD returns no additional 

events. 

13. Call to the EPCIS repository at URLR with criteria SSCCD returns no additional 

events. 

This is an extreme example of a simple process. Obviously, the more data that is made 

available to the discovery service (public data), the fewer calls are required to gather all the 

events of interest (private data). However, the more data that is made public, the more 

business intelligence can be gleaned without requiring any access to the private data. 

The Value of Public Data 

The public data doesn’t provide the details, but it’s enough on its own to provide some 

interesting analysis without ever having to resort to private data. 

First, it reveals the distribution path for the products of interest. Second, it reveals the 

volume. It would not take much for a malicious actor to combine these two pieces of 

information, along with other public data (e.g. the mapping of the EPCIS URL to the owning 

party), to plan the theft of a volume of high-value products. It’s also possible with the public 

data alone to do sales volume analysis, something that may be of significant value to 

competitors or investors. 

Broadening the Base 

The parties involved could simplify the data stored in the discovery service by broadening 

the criteria that they are posting. For example, the parties could each post a single record 

for each GTIN they handle irrespective of the serial identifier: 

Criteria Location 

GLNM URLM 

GTINU URLM 

GTINC URLM 

SSCCM URLM 

GLND URLM 

GLND URLD 
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Criteria Location 

SSCCM URLD 

GTINC URLD 

SSCCD URLD 

GLNR URLD 

GLNR URLR 

SSCCD URLR 

GTINC URLR 

GTINU URLR 

That simplification alone eliminates 46 records (23 for the manufacturer and 23 for the 

retailer). It has the added advantage that it eliminates volume analysis but it doesn’t 

eliminate supply chain analysis. It has the disadvantage that it may force some EPCIS 

repositories to respond to queries about product instances that they know nothing about as 

the querying party would have to contact every distributor and every retailer that claims to 

know about the product, greatly increasing the query resolution time. 

Obfuscation 

Even with the most minimal data being made public, the data still has value. One way to get 

around the problem is to obfuscate it in some fashion. 

The most obvious solution is to apply a one-way hash function h() to the criteria. That way, 

only those that know the (unhashed) criteria are able to search for it. The first step in the 

example above: 

1. Call to the discovery service with criteria SGTINU17 returns URLM and URLR. 

would be replaced with: 

1. Call to the discovery service with criteria h(SGTINU17) returns URLM and URLR. 

There is no way to determine what the original SGTIN is from the output of the hash 

function, which makes it much more difficult to do supply chain analysis. However, it’s still 

possible to correlate the URLs with the volume of data their repositories contain simply by 

counting the number of records in which the URLs appear. This may be obviated by using a 

well-known symmetric encryption function e() on the URLs with the unhashed criteria as the 

encryption key. The first step then becomes: 

1. Call to the discovery service with criteria h(SGTINU17) returns e(SGTINU17, URLM) 

and e(SGTINU17, URLR). 

a. Decrypt the returned locations with SGTINU17 as the decryption key to get 

URLM and URLR. 

Assuming that the serial identifiers are issued in a very sparse non-sequential manner, the 

discovery service record is effectively available only to those parties that have the product 

in hand. It also becomes possible to put a lot more data into the discovery service, reducing 

the number of queries to the EPCIS repositories at the expense of the querying party having 

to apply the decryption function to all of the returned data. It also approaches a zero-

knowledge approach for the operator of a discovery service, since they don’t know the ID of 

the objects (because the object IDs are hashed) and because the URLs are encrypted using 
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the ID of the objects (not known to the operator of a discovery service), the operator is 

unable to decrypt the URLs and is therefore not easily able to determine the meaning of 

either the what dimension or the among whom dimension of the event data. However, this 

does assume that the hashing and encryption is done in advance by each party contributing 
each h(SGTIN)  e(SGTIN, URL) record to a discovery service and that each querying party 

is responsible for hashing the object ID, e.g. h(SGTIN) to submit their query and is also 

responsible for decrypting the result returned by the discovery service, since the discovery 

service operator is forced to operate blindfolded to the true semantics of the records 

contained. 

Note that a brute force attack is still possible, in which the discovery service operator itself 

or an external hacker queries a discovery service with the hashed values of all possible 

serial identifiers for a given GTIN. There may be mechanisms to detect this and limit their 

access (e.g. throttling the rate of queries permitted) if the discovery service detects that 

they are repeatedly querying for hashed values for which no records exist. This can be 

made more difficult for a brute force attacker if the serial identifiers for each GTIN are 

issued in a sparse non-sequential manner. 

Security 

Nothing in the above addresses the question of security. 

Assuming the simple public/private model as outlined, anyone with access to the discovery 

service and an SGTIN of a product of interest can query the discovery service to retrieve the 

URLs of the EPCIS repositories in which data of interest resides. The URLs themselves may 

be highly correlated with individual companies (e.g. by domain name), allowing querying 

parties to do some supply chain analysis. This is problematic even within the legitimate 

supply chain as it would allow manufacturers to discover downstream retailers, information 

that distributors often guard jealously to prevent the manufacturer from engaging with the 

retailers directly. 

The EPCIS repositories themselves will have to apply some access control as well. While a 

query for a specific SGTIN implies quite strongly that the querying party has seen it at some 

point, it may not be enough to permit the release of any of the data associated with it. 

The more security is applied to the architecture, the less public data there will be. In the 

most extreme case, public data may be restricted to the knowledge of the entry point into 

the discovery service with all data in the discovery service itself (and in the referenced 

EPCIS repositories) being private and available to authorized users only. 

Except for these statements, security is beyond the scope of this paper. 

The Role of Blockchain 

None of the above has anything to do with blockchain technology. Blockchain is simply one 

of the options for a repository of public data; other options may not blockchain, not 

Byzantine fault tolerant, or not even decentralized. Blockchain is immutable, distributed, 

and secure. It does not invest governance authority in any one organization, which 

mitigates the risk of having a single party in control; this is philosophically compatible with 

the premise of using public data (as defined earlier) as the foundation of discovery. The fact 

that it is designed for replication means that it’s possible to host a copy of the data for local 

queries and perform the discovery side very quickly. However, there are questions about 

the scalability of storage for scalability for various blockchain platforms, since the rate of 
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inserts or appends to a blockchain ledger to reflect real-world supply chain operations may 

be orders of magnitude higher than the rate at which financial transactions are currently 

being added to a blockchain and higher than the blockchain algorithm itself can support. 

It should also be noted that blockchains by themselves do not provide an efficient or user-

friendly query mechanism – they essentially only provide a shared public data dump that is 

append-only over time. A discovery service application that uses a blockchain ledger for its 

storage would need to maintain its own index to keep track of which blockchain block and 

transaction holds data for a specific h(SGTIN) or h(SSCC) or h(GLN). Some blockchain 

platforms such as MultiChain provide an abstraction layer allowing a blockchain to be 

treated as a global shared key-value store. The tables of discovery data in the example 

above show multiple rows sharing the same key. Care will need to be taken when indexing 

to ensure that the latter records are not considered to overwrite prior records with the same 

key but that successive values for any specific key are pushed to an array. 


